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Abstract
Cooperative and caring behaviors are key drivers of human social progress, especially dur-
ing catastrophes or pandemic events. While COVID-19 pandemics was arriving to
Colombia in absence of any approved therapeutic strategy or vaccine, and based on evi-
dence from other viral diseases, we anticipated to hypothesize the protective role of
some nutritional supplements such as Vitamin D and C against SARS-CoV2.
Therefore, for health workers, we proposed a voluntarily nutritional supplementation
plan to fortify their immune system aiming to prevent or mitigate eventual COVID-19
infection and disease. Using the behavioral EAST framework, all our health workers
(n = 1,063) were invited via email to participate voluntarily in a supplementation strategy
for a period of 3 months. 77.4% accepted participation, and among them, we identified a
group with optimal adherence to the proposed supplementation plan (20%) and a pre-
dominant group with no adherence at all (57.29%). Adherence seemed to be associated
to a risk perception bias that was predominant in female workers and those workers per-
forming in working areas with higher risk of infection. Of importance, adherence to the
supplementation strategy was associated to a lower percentage of COVID-19 diagnostics
(12%) as compared with that observed in non-adherence participants (19%). Moreover,
the sustained adherence during the time of intervention seemed to promote adoption
of this target behavior, as up to 35% of the adherent participants remained attached
(on their own) to the supplementation habit, 3 months after the end of the intervention.
All these data show the potential relevance of EAST frameworks as tools to trigger health
care and altruistic behaviors to avoid the spread of pandemic diseases. In line with other
authors, our observations suggest that nutritional vitamin D and C supplementation could
mitigate the risk of COVID-19, highlighting the behavioral and biological relevance of this
type of interventions during emerging or re-emerging infectious diseases.
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Introduction

Currently ongoing and impacting socioeconomics and public health, COVID-19 has
become one of the most relevant epidemiological events during the last 100 years.
As an early pandemic spreading in absence of any approved vaccine or therapeutical
strategy, a huge demand on the scientific community and governments emerged to
lead alternative strategies and public policies to mitigate viral dissemination and
disease progression, especially on developing countries.

As an organization committed to health, we understand behavior and lifestyle as
main drivers to prevent disease. Hence, we anticipated the potential role of nutritional
supplementation with vitamins D and C as an easy, safe and affordable strategy to
strength the immune system against COVID-19, specifically within health workers
in centers facing the first waves and peaks of the pandemics. We proposed this
strategy based on the current knowledge that vitamin D plays a protective role against
several respiratory viruses (Colotta et al., 2017; Gibbons et al., 2022), and that along
with Vitamin C, have been shown to mitigate abnormal pro-inflammatory responses
induced in the lungs, as the case of SARS-CoV2 (Holford et al., 2020).

Vitamin D is a critical and essential micronutrient for health, calcium homeostasis
and the function of our immune system (Martens et al., 2020; Fleet, 2022). This
micronutrient can be obtained mainly by autonomous synthesis in our skin induced
by exposition to the sun; or alternatively, can be taken, in a lesser extent, from diet
sources such as milk, fish, and eggs (DeLuca, 2004; Lamberg-Allardt, 2006).
However, modern lifestyles and behavioral patterns including sedentarism and mal-
nutrition are the current origin of a global vitamin D deficiency/insufficiency levels
that are directly linked to a higher susceptibility and prevalence of respiratory viral
infections and pro-inflammatory diseases (Malacova et al., 2019).

On the other hand, vitamin C, or ascorbic acid, is a nutrient critical for some anti-
oxidative and anti-inflammatory processes in the respiratory tract, that has been also
associated with protection against several lung viral infections. Since this nutrient is
not synthesized for primates, vitamin C supply for humans is strictly dependent on
diet derived from fruits and some vegetables, or alternative supplementation (Neethu
et al., 2022).

Public health efforts to avoid global Vitamin D and C insufficiency and its derived
effects are focused mainly on nutritional supplementation. Specifically, for
COVID-19, an increasing number of clinical trials and researchers have highlighted
the potential role of these nutritional supplements as a preventive strategy for
disease progression (Martineau et al., 2017; Grant et al., 2020; Holford et al., 2020;
Saponaro et al., 2020; Shah et al., 2022; Wimalawansa, 2022). Although, evidence
is still needed to deeply understand its efficacy, the general consensus approves its
implementation as nutritional adjuvants based on its remarkably safety, low toxicity,
high affordability, and their role as modulators of the immune system mitigating
abnormal pro-inflammatory responses (Martineau et al., 2017; Amrein et al., 2020;
Ahmad, 2022).

Thus, we implemented a Vitamin D- and C-based nutritional supplementation
plan to strength the immune system within health workers facing risk of
COVID-19 infection in their working area. To enhance adherence to this strategy
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we used the EAST behavioral framework to promote easy access to an attractive (safe
and free) nutritional supplementation strategy; focused on social norm and comprom-
ise behaviors as drivers to trigger individual and collective caring among the health
workers. For this, we designed an automatic mechanism for a monthly delivery of
free supplements and linked it to social norm nudges and collective compromise
to adopt a caring habit of daily supplementation at the beginning of the working
day (timely).

Methods

EAST behavioral framework: Easy, Attractive, Social, Timely

The EAST framework was developed by the Behavioral Insight Team (Service et al.,
2014) and is based on four simple principles to encourage a behavior: Make it easy,
attractive, social, and timely. This framework has been widely implemented by policy
makers and academics to encourage target behaviors related to health, education, and
economics, among others.

Hence, to promote the target behavior: adherence to nutritional supplementation,
we designed an automatic mechanism of monthly and free vitamin D supplement
delivery at working place (easy and attractive), along with a supplementation tracker
to keep it at a visible place, as a strategy to share ‘socially’ with others their commit-
ment for individual and collective caring. In addition, during the first delivery of sup-
plements, this cooperative behavior was encouraged by signing a team compromise
for self and collective caring during COVID-19 pandemics. The onset of social behav-
ior was additionally nudged by our communication pieces and leaders encouraging
the uptake of the supplements at the beginning of the workday (timely) and replicat-
ing the organizational message on the behavioral relevance of the strategy, its poten-
tial protective effect and the benefit for their health, the workforce, and their families
(attractive).

From the EAST framework, we focused also on the social context as it can influ-
ence human decisions driving individuals’ perceptions of collective norms to some
target behavioral patterns or intentions, encouraging a specific behavior through dir-
ect communication strategies between groups or team members (Hogg and Reid,
2006). Hence, we used a set of explicit direct communications to promote vitamin
D and C supplementation within health workers (see Supplementary data S1), as
an altruistic and cooperative caring behavior to mitigate COVID-19, specifically, dur-
ing the first critical peaks of the pandemics when vaccine or treatment protocols were
not available.

Social norms are key drivers for health-related behaviors and its role and extent
have been demonstrated in several models of health-related lifestyles (Ajzen, 1991;
Dempsey et al., 2018). This behavioral pattern has evolved as an ‘instinctive’ trait
that enhanced cooperation, caring and social evolution in humans. Classically, social
norms are defined as ‘rules and standards that are understood by members of a group,
and that guide decisions without the force of law’ (Cialdini and Trost, 1998, p. 152),
but can be perceived also as a cultural default to engage (or not) in specific behaviors
(Ajzen, 1991). Optimal implementation of social norm improves healthy behaviors,
including health workers, by enhancing the frequency of specific behaviors and as
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a result, the group members may see it as the default normal behavior (Lapinski et al.,
2013; Kypri et al., 2014; Cotterill et al., 2019).

Participants
All health workers from our organization (1,063) were invited to participate voluntar-
ily, including physicians, nurses, practitioners, assistants, security guards and general
services workers, providing care or attention to the general users (or patients) that
were suspected (or not known) to be COVID-19-positive patients. Administrative
or medical staff performing on remote modality were also invited to participate.
Invitations were sent via email and after matching inclusion criteria, signing
informed consent and data authorization, the participants were enrolled in the strat-
egy (see Supplementary data S2 and S3). Approval for data usage and the supplemen-
tation strategy was given by the internal ethical and compliance team and the
Department of Laboral Health Security (see Supplementary Data S4).

Nutritional supplementation

The nutritional supplementation plan with vitamin D and C was established based on
their previously reported safe dose for human health, that has been also associated
with antiviral or anti-inflammatory activity (Pludowski et al., 2018; Amrein et al.,
2020; Holford et al., 2020). For Vitamin D, 5000 international units (IU)/day; and
Vitamin C, 500 mg/day. Accordingly, each month we provided participants with
two flasks containing 30 capsules, each of them with 5,000 international units (IU)
of vitamin D and 500 mg of vitamin C, respectively (Farma D License
2018M-0017969, and La Santé License 2016M-000487-R2) (see Supplementary
Data S5). In addition, participants were provided with a kit containing a supplemen-
tation tracker, the compromise letter, and some pedagogic images with orientations
on the oral administration and recommendations on diet and physical outdoor activ-
ities to enhance better absorption (see Supplementary Data S1). The supplementation
plan was implemented for three months and reminder emails were sent every month.

Potential risk of infection by working mode

Risk of infection for each role of the participants was established according to the
guidelines from Occupational Safety and Health Administration USA (OSHA,
2023). Briefly: Low risk: Performing administrative duties in non-public areas of
healthcare facilities, away from other staff members. Medium: Providing care to the
general public who are not known or suspected COVID-19 patients. Working at
busy staff work areas within a healthcare facility. High: Entering a known or suspected
COVID-19 patient’s room. Providing care for a known or suspected COVID-19
patient not involving aerosol-generating procedures. Very high: Performing aerosol-
generating procedures (e.g., intubation, cough induction procedures, bronchoscopies,
some dental procedures and exams, or invasive specimen collection) on known or
suspected COVID-19 patients. Collecting or handling specimens from known or sus-
pected COVID-19 patients.
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Data collection and statistical analysis

Participation data was registered from enrollment forms on the Microsoft Forms plat-
form and confirmed by informed consent, data authorization (see Supplementary
Data S6) and reception of vitamin supplements. Adherence to supplementation
was registered by an individual monthly self-report of number of days per week tak-
ing the supplements; and validated via phone call interview (for some participants).
Infection and disease progression data was obtained from clinical records provided by
the internal health services and the department of occupational safety and
health-Comfama. Data of infection from some participants was validated via
phone calls and surveys. All forms, surveys and phone calls scripts can be accessed
in the supplementary material (see Supplementary Data S7). Data base cleaning
and data optimization was performed in Microsoft Excel. Statistical analysis and fig-
ures were performed using GraphPad Prism version 9.5.0 for Windows, GraphPad
Software, San Diego, California USA, www.graphpad.com

Results

Perceived risk bias for COVID-19 infection can influence adherence to the
nutritional supplementation strategy

The COVID-19 pandemics became a public health crisis in absence of any approved
vaccine or therapeutic protocol. To minimize risk of infection or disease progression
within health workers during the first peaks of the pandemics, we implemented a
vitamin D- and C-based nutritional supplementation strategy to strength their
immune system. Using the behavioral EAST framework, we invited all health workers
from Comfama to participate voluntarily in a cooperative caring strategy of nutri-
tional supplementation to mitigate COVID-19. From all health workers, a total of
823 participants (77.4%) were initially enrolled on the strategy. The next table
shows the main demographic distribution of the enrolled participants.

Our EAST framework approach was aimed to promote high adherence to nutritional
supplementation. Therefore, to understand whether the intention of participation
(Figure 1(a)) could derive into the target behavior, we registered the adherence to the
suggested daily frequency of supplementation. For this, via online surveys, we collected
monthly data on the average number of days per week taking the supplements. In line
with this, we found three categories of behavior: (i) participants with high adherence to
the supplements (five or more times per week), (ii) medium–low adherence (three times
or less per week) and null adherence (once or less per week). Figure 1(b) shows the dis-
tribution of average overall adherence level among the participants during the whole
intervention (3 months). In general, we found that the main proportion of participants
(57%) showed no adherence (null) to the strategy, whereas around 20% of the partici-
pants were highly (17%) or mid-low (3%) adherent to the nutritional supplementation
plan, being female workers the most adherent participants (Table 1).

Perception of risk is a potential bias affecting adherence for health-related beha-
viors (Cotterill et al., 2019; Young and Goldstein, 2021). To understand whether per-
ception of risk to COVID-19 infection at working areas was a potential bias
explaining adherence to our supplementation plan, we compared, for each role within
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health workers, the level of adherence versus the potential risk of infection or expos-
ure at the working area. Supplementary Table S1 shows the general role and profes-
sion from all the participants, and Table 2 summarizes the categories of roles, their
working mode (full time at health center, remote and hybrid), their potential risk
to COVID-19 and the adherence levels per category. We identified that full time
workers performing at the health centers as the first line of reception or service to
overall patients (high and medium risk), showed better levels of adherence (First
line of attention, nurses, and medical coordinators) as compared to that observed
in workers performing in hybrid (other medical staff) or remote (administrative
staff) modality. These findings are in line with our observation that female workers
were those more adherent to the supplementation strategy and that, in general, during

Figure 1. Intention of participation and target behavior. (a) Intention of participation was calculated
based on the number of enrolled participants (823) included in this study in relation to the global health
workers population. (b) Target behavior (adherence) was calculated based on the frequency of supple-
mentation as high and mid-low (adherents) and null (non-adherents). Not enrolled workers were
excluded for further analysis.

Table 1 Main demographic data from invited participants

Gender n Age range Age mean SD % Adherence/gender

Male 131 20–60 35.3 9.54 18.46

Female 692 20–56 34.7 7.94 25.32

Note: Demographic data from all initially enrolled health workers are shown together with their adherence by gender to
the supplementation strategy.
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COVID-19 pandemics women adopted more preventive behaviors as they perceived
more risk derived from it (Alsharawy et al., 2021).

Adherence to the nutritional supplementation strategy was associated to a
reduced percentage of COVID-19-positive diagnosis among participants

Overall efficacy of nutritional supplements relies mainly on the accumulative effect of
continuous supplementation (Heaney et al., 2003), that is the target behavior for this
study (adherence). To understand the potential role of adherence to the supplemen-
tation strategy on COVID-19 prevention, we collected infection data for all enrolled
participants and compared COVID-19 diagnosis (infection) between adherent and
non-adherent participants. We only included data within the intervention timeframe,
starting 15 days after the onset of intervention (August to October 2020). In general,
we found that in adherent participants the percentage of clinical COVID-19-positive
diagnosis was significantly lower (12.6%) as compared to that observed in non-
adherent participants (18.9%) (Figure 2(a)). In line with this observation, we also
identified that for all role categories (especially those more adherent), the number
of diagnosed COVID-19-positive workers were lower in adherent participants as
compared to that observed in non-adherent workers (Figure 3(b)).

The perceived risk of COVID-19 may contribute to the adoption of nutritional
supplementation habits.

Besides providing a potential protection toward COVID-19, adoption of the target
behavior (adherence) is an additional aim of this intervention to enhance the later
onset of cooperative and caring habits within health workers. To identify whether
adherence to our proposed nutritional supplementation plan could derive into later
adoption of this behavior, 3 months after the end of our intervention, we randomly

Table 2 Adherence by potential COVID-19 risk associated to role categories

Role category Working mode Potential risk n
%

Adherence

First line of attention, nurses, and medical coordinators

Health assistants, nurses,
medical doctors, general
services

Health centera High/medium 660 30.00%

Administrative

Health analyst, data analyst,
administrative managers.

Remote Low 47 21.28%

Other medical staff

Optometrists, nutritionists,
dentists, psychologists, etc.

Hybrid Medium/low 116 5.17%

Note: Each role or profession from the participants was categorized according to their functions and the potential risk to
COVID-19 in line with guidelines from Occupational Safety and Health Administration, USA. In addition, potential risk was
established according to the working mode: Full time at health center, hybrid (home and health center) and remote
aTo reduce density of workers in the same area, some participants were enrolled in a hybrid rotation during weekdays
between health centers and home remote working mode.
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contacted some of the participants (n = 158) via phone call as an ex post follow up to
indagate for their overall health status, and supplementation behaviors. The following
figure shows that within contacted high adherence participants, 35% of them contin-
ued attached to the nutritional supplementation, being the workers with more per-
ceived risk of infection, those more likely to adopt the habit.

Figure 2. COVID-19 infection and adherence to nutritional supplementation. (a) Infection data from
health workers were analyzed according to the adherence to vitamin D and C supplementation. The pro-
portion of COVID-19-positive diagnostics within adherent participants (n = 214) is compared to that
observed within non-adherent participants (n = 609). * p = 0.0321, χ2 test with Yates’ correction. (b)
Comparative analysis of number of diagnosed COVID-19-positive workers by role category in adherent
(n = 26) vs non-adherent (115) participants.

Figure 3. Temporal adoption of nutritional supplementation habit. Three months after the intervention,
participants were contacted via phone call to indagate for their general health status and the potential
adoption of supplementation habit. (a) Proportion of adherent participants (n = 24) reporting adoption
compared to non-adopting participants (n = 46) (b) Comparative analysis of number of health workers
by role category in adopting vs non-adopting participants.
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Discussion

Leading public policies and strategies to avoid early dissemination of COVID-19 and
progression of disease was a critical aim for governments and public health systems
worldwide, especially during the first waves and peaks of the pandemics. In absence
of vaccines or any approved therapeutic protocols, social caring behaviors became
major drivers to mitigate epidemiological effects of this global health crisis.
For instance, besides social distancing and wearing facemask to avoid viral contact,
other behavioral-based approaches such as nutritional supplementations were alter-
natively encouraged to improve general immune responses and reduce potential dis-
ease progression (Chien et al., 2004; Lordan et al., 2021; NIH, 2022). Here, we
demonstrate that the behavioral EAST framework may be a suitable method to pro-
mote adherence to a nutritional supplementation plan with vitamins D and C, as a
cooperative and altruistic strategy for individual and collective caring against
COVID-19, within health workers.

In general, based on the target behavior of this study, we found two different
behavioral subgroups within the participants: adherence (20%) and non-adherence
(57%) to the nutritional supplementation strategy. We found that adherence was
higher for female workers and likely affected by the perceived risk bias according
to the potential exposure to suspected or confirmed COVID-19 patients in the work-
ing area. Importantly, adherence to nutritional supplementation was associated with a
lower percentage of infection as compared to that observed within non-adherence
participants. In addition, adoption of this behavior was detected 3 months after in
some of the adherent participants (35%), suggesting that consistency to this
supplementation strategy could derive in the onset of a caring nutritional habit.

Our findings are in line with data from other authors demonstrating that perceived
risk of infection is higher in women and specially in health workers at the front lines
and/or in direct contact with coronavirus and suspected/confirmed COVID-19-
positive patients (Alsharawy et al., 2021; Cipolletta et al., 2022). Accordingly, the
main proportion of adherent participants in this study included nurses, health assis-
tants, general services and security agents in the first line of attention of users in our
health centers, whereas workers performing in hybrid (alternate home vs health cen-
ter) or remote modality were the less adherent participants. This observation high-
lights an opportunity to minimize the effects of this bias during this type of
interventions to maximize the adherence and its derived results, not only at the
working level but also at the personal and sociocultural context.

In line with the observation that the perceived risk bias was likely affecting the
adoption of the target behavior, we found that the most adherent participants such
as nurses and medical assistants were less susceptible to COVID-19 infection as com-
pared to their counterparts within non-adherent participants. The sample size in this
study and the proportion of adherent workers is small. However, important socio-
epidemiological insights and implications for our organization derive from this obser-
vation. Indeed, this subset of health workers has been described in literature as the
most susceptible to COVID-19, and as consequence, has been associated with high
stress levels and anxiety for occupational risk, high occupational burden, and occur-
rence of work disability for infection (Health Workforce Department, 2021; Biber
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et al., 2022). Thus, promoting strategies to minimize the effects of emerging diseases
and their consequences on health workers is vital to mitigate the negative impact of
pandemic events on the public health systems.

In addition, our observations on infection data are in line with recent evidence
from clinical trials and experimental models showing that both vitamin D and C
can be implemented as alternative strategies to mitigate diagnosis, progression of
COVID-19 symptoms or mortality (Varikasuvu et al., 2022). Although more global
conclusive evidence on dosage and effectiveness is still required, both nutritional sup-
plements are attractive and promising choices as preventive strategies against respira-
tory viruses, as their antiviral features derive from its antioxidant and
anti-inflammatory properties (Gavrielatou et al., 2022). Moreover, its antiviral activity
has been suggested from their potential effect on the regulation of receptors that are
used for viruses to entry into human cells (Arboleda and Urcuqui-Inchima, 2020;
Getachew and Tizabi, 2021; Ivanov et al., 2021). Hence, several studies on nutritional
habits and lifestyle around vitamin’s rich food and/or supplementation have been
linked to less susceptibility to viral infections and balanced immune responses
(Alkhatib, 2020; Thirumdas et al., 2021).

The focus on behavioral frameworks to promote nutrition and lifestyle habits as
preventive strategies to avoid infectious, and even non-infectious diseases, are raising
special interest for public policy makers due to the increasing evidence in the field
and the economic implications for public health systems. For instance, in regard of
COVID-19, we were invited to support an initiative from London School of
Economics and Political Science aimed to raise international awareness about vitamin
D and the encouragement to consider widespread vitamin D supplementation, con-
sidering its little chance of harm but its potential as preventive strategy. The call was
based on the evidence and opinion from more than 200 scientists worldwide conclud-
ing on the positive effect of this vitamin on infections and deaths (Vitamin D for all,
2021). Hence, the present work aims to contribute to this purpose.

Finally, during health crisis such as COVID-19, the solutions are often explored on
high tech treatments or strategies. However, the records of biomedical sciences are
plenty of overlooked basic nutritional physiology that could be used quickly to miti-
gate emergencies and epidemiological crisis (Bennett et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2020;
Smith and McClung, 2021; Wu et al., 2022). As many countries in Latinoamerica,
Colombia is characterized by a high prevalence of insufficiency and deficiency of
vitamin D status (Vargas Uricoechea et al., 2020). This has been previously high-
lighted as an opportunity to nutritionally mitigate other viral endemic diseases
(Martínez-Moreno et al., 2020). Studies and observations as the ones presented
here shed light on the biological and behavioral relevance of this type of interven-
tions, in which basic science is rapidly adapted (during pandemic emergency) to gen-
erate social impact on health and behavior. This opens new roads of opportunities for
the strategic development of public policies to improve protection of general popula-
tion and health workers during vulnerable events of emerging or re-emerging diseases
derived from global climate change and future environmental challenges.

Supplementary material. To view supplementary material for this article can be found at https://doi.org/
10.1017/bpp.2024.11.
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